
Colorado College  

Diversity and Equity Advisory Board  

October 6th 2017  
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Members present: Naomi Clark, Andreea Marinescu, Bethany Grubbs, Amairiani Alamillo, Shelley 

Harper; Patricia Purdue, Karen Roybal; Barbara Wilson; Members absent: Bryan Rommel-Ruiz, Jan 

Edwards, Megan Rhodes, Paul Buckley 

 

Agenda Block 2  

I. Brainstorming session of DEAB website with Mark Lee (Director of Web and Digital Media) 

and Eileen Kitrick (Web Communications Paraprofessional)  

a. Google Analytics  

i. Mark and Eileen provided a summary of the capabilities of Google Analytics and a 

new service used by CC, SiteImprove. If desired, DEAB members (or an appointed 

web-person) can be trained on the user-friendly features of SiteImprove. Eileen can 

also assist in setting up an automatic “report” for our website. 

b. General website improvements: Links, aesthetics, Feedback avenues, etc. 

i. Members discussed aesthetic/communicative improvements possible with the website 

including…  

1. …creating more (and differentiating between) boxes for important related 

offices/sites (such as HR, Accessibility Resources, Title VII and IX resources, 

the strategic plan diversity pieces, and the college diversity dashboards) 

2. …creating a “People” page with DEAB member bios, photos, and 

departmental information. 

3. ..changing the “contact us” hyperlink to a “Questions or Comments”/“Ask us” 

link and use our “People” page as a means of direct contact. 

c. How to tell our story and link other areas more appropriately  

i. Members discussed potential improvements to the way DEAB presents its a) history, 

b) purpose/mission, and c) current/past projects. 

1. Shelley, Madelene, and Naomi will work to improve general site 

layout/content. 

ii. A suggestion was made to rearrange the site so a “What’s On Our Plate” type section 

(created by co-chairs) features prominently as well as a FAQ section (Karen and 

Amairiani).   

iii. Members discussed how to better use meeting minutes to communicate our work, 

especially to a) faculty and staff who are not familiar with DEAB and b) people 

looking for ways the college is addressing particular issues (Ex. race/ethnicity, 

gender, etc.)  

1. To accomplish this, it was suggested that meeting minutes feature brief 

summaries of content along with “hot topics” or “key issues” addressed in 

each meeting so people can follow along thematically. 

2. Additionally, a suggestion was made to separate meeting minutes from 

recommendations. 

iv. In addition to the related content we want featured on the DEAB site, members 

discussed how to identify/contact offices that could potentially link to DEAB on their 

own pages. 



1. Bethany and Barbara will work to identify these sites (including finding 

where we are already included) and contact each department to discuss 

possibilities. 

a. Initial ideas include: HR, Staff council, Dean’s Office, President’s 

Office 

v. Mark Lee provided communications advice for how to increase familiarity with 

DEAB across campus including the following advice: 

1. Use campus digest posts to update community members about our projects. 

2. Once priorities for the year are established, provide an update at an In the 

Loop meeting. 

3. Work with Stephanie Wurtz (Internal Communications person) to strategize 

our “holistic marketing”/ “awareness campaign”. 

II. Co-Chairs follow up with President Tiefenthaler per DEAB request  

a. Follow Up on Retention and Thriving recommendations  

i. Faculty review process: 

1. As this will involve the new Provost, Jill wants to hold off on implementing 

changes until giving the Provost a chance to arrive and become familiarized 

with the faculty. 

ii. Enhancing professional development for faculty and staff 

1. One recommendation DEAB made was for the college to provide resources 

for groups of faculty and staff to attend conferences and workshops. Jill is 

actively looking for ways to finance this. Currently, we will be sending senior 

and mid-career leadership to an academic professions professional 

development training. 

iii. DEAB recommended having a platform to share accomplishments (that aren’t 

necessarily job-related with the broader community) 

1. Jill is currently looking into a web-based medium for this because of the 

abundance of in-person events where similar things are already mentioned, 

like In the Loop. 

iv. Two concrete advancements since DEAB recommendations: 

1. Performance evaluation for staff 

a. There is now a section specific to diversity/inclusion. 

2. Faculty workload 

a. Starting next academic year, first year faculty will have a reduced load 

of 5 courses instead of 6 courses. 

i. Note: Before the 2008 recession, the course-load was already 5. 

v. Faculty/staff searches 

a. Jill has talked with Paul about how to improve inclusivity with the 

campus interview, but this is still in the works. 

i. This will be on the agenda in Block 3. 

vi. New suggestion from Jill: 

1. Revisit the “diversity commitment” statement that was posted on the board 

website 2 years ago. Jill recommends reviewing and revising it if deemed 

necessary. 

a. This will be on the agenda in Block 3. 

b. Clarification of initial DEAB charge and role 



i. Jill will reach out with more updates from DEAB recommendations, but it is 

ultimately up to DEAB to decide how involved with follow-up we want to be. 

ii. Regarding the charge for data sharing and collection: 

1. DEAB members discussed the need to first understand what data exists on 

campus, especially surrounding staff and faculty recruitment and hiring. Then, 

DEAB will see what meaningful information can be extracted from the data 

(and decide who/what that data is for).  

2. HR will be a first step for acquiring staff data. Dean Sandi Wong will be the 

initial contact person for faculty hiring information. If needed, 

departments/office may have additional data. 

III. Additional ideas for DEAB charge for the upcoming year  

a. Determine priority focus areas and calendar for the upcoming year  

i. Block 3 meeting agenda items mentioned in this meeting: 

1. Reviewing the “diversity commitment” statement from the Board of Trustees 

site. 

2. Reviewing “high-level” HR staff data. 

3. Review draft faculty and staff campus interview document from Paul Schilli. 

ii. Note: Our meeting time ran out before explicitly determining priority focus areas. 

b. Other 

i. Shelley provided us with an update on the diversity/inclusion resource research 

conducted last year. DEAB members discussed the possibility of temporarily 

uploaded the final “master resource list” to the DEAB website. For a more permanent 

solution, members discussed creating an online, searchable database of the resources 

included in the master list PDF. Shelley suggested the possibility of hiring a student 

worker to transfer each resource into this “research guide”. 

 

 


